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THROWING

PUNCHES

WKU graduate student Kimberly Horan practices wrist-over-wrist punches with Mark Cline, massage therapist at the Preston Center. Horon and Cline participated in the Self Defense of the Wing Chun System class. RAE EMARY/HERALD

Defense class prepares students for dangerous situations
BY KATHERINE SPROLES
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
Being prepared for any situation is what an eight-week selfdefense class being offered in the
Preston Center is all about.
“Being proactive” is how Lindsay Thomayer, fitness coordinator

at Preston, sees the class.
“If you are being proactive, you
are teaching yourself the skills to
get yourself out of a situation instead of reactive where the attacker got the best of you because you
didn’t know how to handle your
situation,” Thomayer said.
Class instructor Quentin Hollis

is an associate professor of liberal
arts and science at WKU. Hollis
has trained for over five years in
the Wing Chun system, the form
of Chinese martial arts taught in
the class.
“It’s the only martial arts system according to history that was
SEE DEFENSE PAGE A2

Advising
app makes
scheduling
easier
BY QUICHE MATCHEN
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
Scheduling an advising appointment can be time consuming, especially when class registration is
quickly approaching.
Now, thanks to a new advising
appointment app from Information Technology, scheduling an appointment will be a little easier.
The app, found inside TopNet,
took six months and a team of four
to develop. IT rolled out a test version for the app in May and released
it to the public several weeks ago.
Advisers can set up times that
work with their schedules with the
new app. It also sends an email
confirmation to the student and
adviser for the appointment, and
it integrates with the adviser’s exchange email.
Associate vice president of IT
Gordon Johnson said they wanted
to develop something that faculty,
staff and students could easily use.
“We decided to develop it ourselves,” Johnson said. “We wanted
to develop something they could
easily use and not have to learn a lot
that’s new, so that’s why we generally put new apps in TopNet because
people know how to use it.”
Johnson said the advising calendar is sort of a separate app that
IT developed inside the TopNet
framework.
“We really did it in collaboration
with the Academic Advising and Retention Center,” he said. “They have
been using the third party app for
several years called AdvisorTrac.”
Johnson said AdvisorTrac has really never met their needs fully and
was kind of a “clunky app.” He said
SEE APP PAGE A2

Herald alum named executive editor of The Courier-Journal
BY ELLA BURNSIDE
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
Those who knew Neil
Budde during his time as a
student at WKU knew he was
destined to be a pioneer in the
field of journalism.
An alumnus of WKU’s
School of Journalism and
Broadcasting, Budde was officially hired as executive editor of The Courier-Journal in
Louisville last Thursday.
Budde, a member of the
class of 1977, was among
the first of WKU’s journalism graduates. His numerous
accomplishments include a
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spot in the Kentucky Journalism Hall of Fame and a Daniel Pearl Award. He is also the
founding editor of The Wall
Street Journal Online.
Budde first came to WKU
to participate in a two-week
journalism workshop in the
summer of 1972. He returned
the summer before his senior
year of high school for the Junior Scholars Program, where
he took his first college- level
journalism class.
It was during these summer programs that Budde
caught the eye of Bob Adams,
then advisor to the Herald.
Adams said Budde stood out
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from the very beginning.
“He was always responsible,” Adams said. “I think he
was born mature.”
When Budde enrolled at
WKU in 1974, he joined The
College Heights Herald staff
as a sports reporter.
Tom Caudill, now deputy
editor at the Lexington Herald-Leader, was a junior when
he met a freshman Budde in
the fall of 1974.
Caudill said Budde was
involved in big stories and
moved up quickly because
people recognized his talent.
Former College Heights Herald editor-in-chief Neil Budde was
By his sophomore year,
recently named executive editor of the Louisville Courier-Journal.
SEE BUDDE PAGE A2 PROVIDED BY NEIL BUDDE
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DEFENSE

CONTINUED FROM FRONT

Clay Smalley, group fitness instructor at the Preston
Center, reacts after being punched by Laura Bohuski,
database project specialist for Library Technical Services,
during the Self Defense of the Wing Chun System class.
RAE EMARY/HERALD

BUDDE

CONTINUED FROM FRONT
Budde was second in command at the paper and worked
closely with Caudill, who was
editor at the time.
While working as an editor
in 1975, Budde continued to
write stories for the Herald. In
the fall of that year, he reported
extensively about a major conflict between members of the
Board of Regents regarding a
decision made granting tenure
to two professors. Ultimately,
both professors were denied
tenure. The vote of the Student
Government Association president was the deciding vote.
“It was obviously excellent
reporting of a controversial
topic at the highest level at
Western,” Adams said.
Caudill said he was never
surprised by what came next
for Budde.
After he graduated, Budde
went on to work as a reporter
at The Courier-Journal for
eight years.
He was then hired at the
Wall-Street Journal, where he
founded the Wall-Street Journal Online. Since formulating

created by a woman,” Hollis
said. “So it’s based on the smaller person or the weaker person
being able to defend themselves
against a much larger opponent.”
No prior fitness level is required, Hollis said.
“It does help if you are sort of
in shape, but I would say if you’re
not it’s still something that you
can come in and go at your own
pace, apply some of the techniques and ideas and eventually
with the way in which we work
out, you will get in shape,” Hollis
said.
The main principles of the
Wing Chun system teach the person being threatened important
advice to follow when they feel
their life is in danger.
“For one, you don’t retreat
from an engagement if at that
time you have to fight and defend
yourself,” Hollis said.
“The main thing we talk about
in this class is the best defense is

the ideas for the site in 1993,
the Wall-Street Journal Online
has become the largest paid
news site on the web. When he
left the publication, they had
nearly 700,000 subscribers.
“Neil always had a knack for
the technology,” Caudill said.
“Sometimes the type-setting
machine would break down
and Neil would go in and try
and fix it. I was never really
surprised that, given his technical mind, he became a pioneer and adapted to the technological side of journalism.”
Budde’s willingness to try
new things is what has made
him so successful, Caudill said.
Anne Chesnut, a Lexington
lawyer and Herald alumna,
said she remembers the late
nights at the Herald.
“I’ve never been in another
situation where I have worked
that hard and had that much
fun doing it,” Chesnut said. “It
was a very driven group, but
really driven about the right
things — wanting to put out a
really high quality paper.”
Caudill said the bonds people have on the Herald often
last a lifetime.
“If he called me on the
phone, I’d drop everything to

answer his call,” Caudill said.
Budde said students were
given a lot of freedom by the
administrators and it was
those he worked with at the
Herald who helped him figure
out how to do journalism in a
real-world setting.
“That’s what we were doing,
we were inventing ourselves,”
Budde said. “You have to constantly be learning new things
and re-inventing yourself.”
The opportunity for reinvention was what made the
prospect of returning to The
Courier-Journal so exciting
and challenging, Budde said.
“Unless you have people
who are excited about making
change at the local level, it’s
not going to happen,” he said.
Developing The CourierJournal’s brand around context
and helping people understand
what is going on in the community are two things Budde
said he hopes to accomplish.
“Our primary focus should
be on the value (of the story),”
Budde said.
As for the future of journalism, Budde is troubled by how
many current journalism students want the old world of
print journalism to continue.

Crime Reports
Arrests
• Police arrested Lexington sophomore Kilein Ulmer-Briggs on a Fayette County e-warrant for failure
to appear in court on a possession
of alcohol by a minor charge in his
room at Southwest Hall, Room 217
on Sept. 24.
• Police arrested Madisonville senior Haley Joseph for reckless driving and driving under the influence
aggravated first offense at the corner of 13th Street and College Street
on Sept. 21.
Reports
• Elizabethtown senior Andre D.
Miller reported his bicycle stolen
from Smith Stadium on Sept. 24.
The estimated value of the item

to not fight at all — to talk down
a person or maybe make noise
so that the person doesn’t want
to attack you. Also paying attention when you go to your car to
look and see who is behind you
or who is in the reflection in your
window.”
Some of the basic moves involve engaging an aggressor immediately, attacking their center
and attacking their weaker areas,
Hollis said.
Hollis compared the philosophy of the system to the animal
kingdom.
“Lions like to attack things
that are passive and won’t attack
back,” he said. “As soon as something attacks it, it will leave or
won’t attack it.”
Hollis said the Wing Chun system is a violent form of martial
arts to fend off an opponent.
“When we have to fight for our
lives only, not for property, not
for things, not for show, then you
have to have a system that is very
ballistic and is very unfortunately
violent to match the violence that
you are about to receive,” Hollis
said.

stolen was $540.
• Warrenton, Va. freshman Morgan Emily Rice, Pearce-Ford
Tower, reported her car had been
scratched in Creason Lot on Sept.
24.
• Carrollton sophomore Margaret Linley Shelton, Meredith Hall,
reported her GPS, cell phone case
and $90 stolen from her vehicle in
South Campus parking lot on Sept.
24. The center console of the vehicle was also reported broken. The
estimated value of the items stolen
is $250.
• Police cited Versailles freshman
Madison Osbourn, PFT, for possession of marijuana and drug paraphernalia in the University Parking
Lot on Sept. 23.

Hollis and Thomayer agreed
that self-defense is a crucial skill
to know.
“Most of your attacks are
against women. Most of the
domestic violence cases are
against the woman,” Hollis said.
“Most of your date rape cases
that are on college campuses
are attacks that come from people that that woman knew and
felt like they couldn’t defend
themselves.
“I think that it’s perfect to have
it on a college campus where you
might have someone attacking
you.”
Thomayer echoed his comments.
“You never know what kind
of situations you can walk into,”
Thomayer said. “Any male or female should take something like
this. It’s a valuable skill for them
to have.”
While registration for this semester is closed, according to Hollis, another eight week course will
be offered next semester. The fee
is $40 for students, $45 for faculty
and staff and $50 for community
members.

Former
College
Heights
Herald editor-in-chief
Neil Budde
discusses a
page layout
for the Jan.
27, 1976
issue of the
newspaper.

TALISMAN
FILE PHOTO

“My advice is to learn how
to adapt to a changing market,” he said.
Despite his success since
graduating from WKU, Adams
said Budde is very humble.
“Neil was one of the most
forward thinking, innovative
students,” Adams said. “He
didn’t say a lot, but you knew
when he did say something

APP

CONTINUED FROM FRONT
AARC wanted something new and improved that will meet their needs.
Pat Jordan, adviser and coordinator of
Gordon Ford College of Business, said all
her students and advisees are using the
app.
“We have so many students that walk
in that are used to the other system, so for
my college it’s a matter of educating the
students . . . and then getting them in here
and getting them advised."
“It’s not a paper schedule anymore we’ve come a long way from that,” she
said. “It still has some things that have to
be worked through, but that just happens
over time.”
Elizabethtown senior Tori Wade, student worker for the Gordon Ford College
of Business, said she thinks the app is
easier.
“Because students do it themselves

you should really listen.”
Chesnut described Budde
as earnest and hardworking
but at the same time, fun.
“He was a little bit younger,
but he was in charge - it was
really amazing,” she said. “I
can’t help but think that Neil
will bring wonderful things to
Kentucky newspapers.”

now, but they could have done that with
AdvisorTrac, but no one really did," Wade
said. "They always called,” she said.
Even though it’s an improvement, the
app has some issues. Wade said if a student wants to change their major they
can’t schedule an advising appointment
through the app. Instead, they have to
contact their new adviser to get the appointment made.
“If they aren’t in this major, they have
to call through us and we have to do it,”
she said. “And so when that happens, we
have to talk to them. If there was any way
we could take their appointments or ours
off TopNet that would be really helpful.”
Johnson said he has high hopes for the
new app.
“We’re hoping everyone uses it because
it’s a great tool and we spent quite a bit of
effort developing it, so we’re optimistic that
it will be widely used,” he said. “Students
will be better advised and better able to
complete course work, better able to stay in
school and better able to graduate.”
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Transcript voucher bill passes in SGA senate
BY KAELY HOLLOWAY
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
Students will now be able
to obtain transcript vouchers
from the Student Government
Association office.
A bill allotting $300 for the
Transcript Voucher Program
fund was passed during the
SGA senate meeting on Tuesday night.
New senators joined SGA
for the first time at the meeting
after being elected last week.
About 500 students cast ballots

in the election, and an amendment to add a Navitas and
English as a Second Language
International Student senate
seat passed.
The voucher program,
which has been in existence
for several years, allows students to obtain their transcripts for free by obtaining a
voucher from SGA instead of
paying the $7 fee.
However, funding for the
program must be passed
through senate approval each
time more money is needed.

Megan Skaggs, head of the
Academic Affairs committee,
wrote the bill.
“We believe that students
pay quite a bit as it is for tuition
and other fees,” Skaggs said.
According to the bill, the
goal of the program is to “alleviate some of the financial
burden such situations impose on students.”
“It’s been fairly successful over the past few years,”
Skaggs said.
Vouchers are limited to
two per student with 30 to-

tal vouchers available. The
amount is subject to change if
the demand for more vouchers arises.
Less money was allocated for
the program in this bill, a point
brought up during the discussion by senator Cain Alvey.
Nicki Seay, associate vice
president, is in charge of the
budget and financial expenditures of SGA. She said she
will monitor the money for the
vouchers and request more as
needed.
“In the past, we have allo-

cated a lot of money up front,
and not all of it would get
spent,” Seay said.
The vote to approve the bill
was unanimous, putting the
program back into effect.
“Students are starting to
apply for scholarships, internships and things like that,
and they need their transcripts for that and haven’t
obtained their vouchers yet,”
Skaggs said.
“We’ve had some inquiries
about it already, and the students will really appreciate it.”

Diplomat to share tips for success in globalized economy
BY CHRISTIAN MARNON
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
Staying in step with a fastpaced, globalized world can
seem overwhelming for college students and raises many
questions when deciding a future profession.
Definite answers to these
questions may be vague, but
constructing a personal framework for global change is key
for career diplomat Michael
McClellan, who will present
“Successful Careers in the Age
of Globalization: Expert Advice from a Career Diplomat”
at 5 p.m. today in Ransdell Hall
Auditorium.
With nearly 30 years of experience as a diplomat, McClellan has traveled the globe,
working in diverse regions

ranging from South Sudan,
Kosovo, Ireland, Iraq, Ethiopia
and more.
And that’s not even half of
what McClellan has accomplished, said Wolfgang Brauner,
an academic adviser at the
Honors College, which sponsored the presentation to WKU.
Brauner said if there was a go-to
authority on the subject of careers in the midst of globalization, it would be McClellan.
“He’s really special,” Brauner said. “He’s not just your
straight and narrow diplomat
if there ever was such a thing.
He’s published a book on monasticism, he’s a photographer
and he also owns a small organic farm in Bowling Green.”
In Kosovo, McClellan established a diplomatic office and
opened the American Univer-

sity. In Ethiopia, he worked
to diminish conflict between
feuding Muslims and Christians. At Irish Acres, his small
farm in Bowling Green, he uses
Icelandic sea kelp fertilizer to
foster pure, natural growth in
crops and animal husbandry.
With all the extensive time
spent overseas, McClellan said
he can attest to the importance of broadening international perspectives.
“No matter what career
you want, there are just a certain set of skills that you need
in order to live, function and
swim in other cultural environments,” he said.
Cross cultural skills, sensitivity skills, linguistic skills
and communications skills are
some of the skills integral for
functioning outside your envi-

ronment, McClellan said.
“Even if you don’t plan to
live overseas, you’re still going to be dealing with people
from other cultures,” he said.
“If you’re a car mechanic who
wants to run a shop in Bowling Green, it’s probably a good
idea for you to have some
knowledge of perhaps Asian or
Indian culture.”
Brauner said globalization
encourages not only increased
interaction with foreign cultures but competition as well.
“No matter what you do for
the rest of your life in the 21st
century, the global context will
have a growing impact,” Brauner said. “Our top students here
not only compete with top students in their own country, but
they also compete globally.”
During his presentation,

McClellan said he will note
how building a global framework is not the responsibility
of our universities.
“If you want to be well prepared, you need to do certain
things and you need to take
charge,” McClellan said. “It’s
not the job of the university to
just come up with a curriculum to prepare you for that.”
McClellan said the lecture
will teach attendees how to analyze their skill sets effectively.
“You as an individual student need to look at all the
skills that we’re going to lay out
and say, ‘OK, I’m pretty good
at this one, but I’m deficient
at this one,’” he said. “It’s not
about a credential. It’s about
skill sets and having that intellectual content.”

WKU prepping for university reaccreditation
BY TREY CRUMBIE
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM

Every ten years, WKU seeks
reaccreditation from the
Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on Colleges to ensure the
school’s quality.
WKU will be seeking reaccreditation in 2015, but the
process of preparing the university is already underway.
President Gary Ransdell
said accreditation serves
many purposes.
“The accreditation process
assures state government and
the public that we have high
quality and that students and
families are assured that the
degrees that are being pursued are relevant and strong,”
Ransdell said.

He said losing accreditation
can be “deadly” to an institution.
“Students come here because they want to graduate
from an accredited institution,” Ransdell said. “If we’re
not accredited, those degrees
lose meaning.”
The SACS accreditation reaffirmation process is made
up of many parts.
One component is the
compliance report, written
by several people from various committees. The report
contains information about
admission standards, student
support services and assessment of degree programs. The
report is prepared to show
SACS that WKU fulfills the
requirements needed for accreditation reaffirmation.

Another component of the
accreditation
reaffirmation
process is an on-site visit consisting of faculty members,
provosts and deans from other
institutions. WKU’s visit is set
for spring 2015 and will last for
a few days.
“When SACS puts a committee together, they’ll come
and visit our campus and
we have to demonstrate that
we’re compliant with all of
the SACS standards to have
our accreditation reaffirmed,”
Ransdell said.
SACS takes into account factors, such as roles of the Board
of Regents, financial stability,
faculty and curriculum when
establishing its standards.
“It’s just a whole range of
dozens and dozens of standards that we’ve got to meet

in order to continue to be accredited,” Ransdell said.
He said an institution is
given the chance to address
any deficiencies it has before
it becomes unaccredited. The
strategy to fix any problems
would depend on the problem
itself.
Gordon Emslie, provost
and vice president for Academic Affairs, said unaccredited institutions’ students are
not eligible for financial aid.
“Imagine
a
university
where students had no access
to FAFSA or any kind of federal aid to pursue their studies,” Emslie said. “That’s a very
important element of higher
education today.”
A required and crucial
part of the SACS affirmation process is a Quality En-

hancement Plan, which “describes a carefully designed
and focused course of action
that addresses a well-defined
topic or issue(s) related to
enhancing student learning,”
according to the SACS COC
website.
Although it has not been
confirmed, the QEP will most
likely involve “Evidence and
Argument,” obtaining and
presenting information.
“We have evidence to suggest that we could do a better job in preparing students
to obtain information from
all these different sources,
whether it’s printed media,
electronic media, oral communication,” Emslie said.
WKU will know of it its accreditation reaffirmation status in December 2015.
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Marriage existed before Christianity
BY LINDSAY KRIZ
OPINION@WKUHERALD.COM

if marriage existed before Christianity did, why do the Christians in our
nation believe they have a monopoThere is ancient belief — a belief ly on the right of marriage?
especially prevalent in the United
I’ve given this topic some thought,
States currently — that homosexu- and have narrowed it down into two
ality is a sin because of a verse in the basic reasons.
Old Testament.
The first is that a majority of ChrisLeviticus 18:22 proclaims that “thou tians who morally oppose gay marshalt not lie with mankind as with riage are firm believers in the idea
womankind; it is abomination.”
that this country was founded on
This single sentence is one that Christian principles, and that is how
many major religions, in
it should remain.
this case Christianity, use
These people, by principle,
to justify a belief that howill automatically be opposed
mosexuality is wrong and
to gay marriage because it is
therefore gay marriage is
against what their chosen rewrong— some very vocally.
ligion teaches.
But what so many who are
The second reason is that
against gay marriage for relithere are many who care more
gious reasons don’t seem to
about the Bible’s stance against
KRIZ
grasp is that marriage existgay marriage than other sins.
Columnist
ed long before Christianity.
These people, I have seen
In my art history and anfrom experience, tend to igcient history courses, there are con- nore the other sins the Bible constant examples of marriages occurring demns, including Leviticus 19:28
in civilizations, such as Ancient Egypt, which says “…do not mark your skin
where marriage between siblings was with tattoos. I am the Lord,” and
not only seen as normal but necessary. Malachi 2:16, which reads “I hate
Jacob from the Bible married more divorce, says the Lord God of Israel.”
than one woman, which was also
So one can imagine my confusion
considered normal.
about this second group of people,
During these times, Christianity ob- who fight so strongly against some
viously did not exist, as Christ was not of the Bible’s points but so freely foreven a twinkle in his mother’s holy eye. get others. When I asked my ChrisSo the question we face is simple: tian family members in the past why

some of the Bible’s laws were ignored
I was told they were “outdated.”
Today my childhood values remain unclear. If some Biblical laws
are considered outdated, why are
so many quick to keep God’s supposed anti-gay marriage stance
modern and perpetuated? I’m
afraid I do not have a solid answer
to this question.
The facts, however, are solid.
We know marriage as an institution existed before the time of Christ
and Christianity, and gay marriage is
a right available to men and women
in 13 states.
Many religious members believe
gay marriage will cause the disintegration of the institution of marriage
as set up by Christianity and will argue that marriage is not a fundamental human right, but a Christian one.
How can Christianity claim solidarity over something far more ancient?
And why do members of one religion
in America — albeit the most popular — suddenly feel they have the authority to decide on who is and who
isn’t allowed to legally marry?
Perhaps the issue here is not
whether gay marriage is wrong, but
about misplaced judgment over
people’s personal lives, who realistically, will never actually affect the
lives of those who oppose gay marriage in the first place.
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Reframing the gay marriage debate
BY NICK BRATCHER
OPINION@WKUHERALD.COM

of conservative, usually older, Evangelical Christians.
One side believes gay people are
Let’s make a pact, you and I.
being denied a fundamental right to
Let’s lower our assumptions and freedom in this country. They have
even remove our existing opinions the “right to love who they wish.”
from the subject.
The other side believes that being
If you can promise to do that, I’ll gay is morally wrong, and therefore,
promise not to convince you of any- gay people should be denied the
thing regarding the morality of gay right to get married.
marriage.
But it’s at this point that I’m afraid
Regardless of my personal stance on we’ve made a grave error in the reathat, I just want to help both
soning of this side of the issue.
sides understand each other
The pro-gay marriage side as— if only for a moment.
sumes that marriage is a human
In fact, if you read this artiright — a part of fundamental
cle, you might have an even
freedom in this nation. And this
stronger argument on this
side is often tempted to point
subject for the next time it’s
the finger at Evangelicals to dediscussed, which is likely in
clare them bigots or ignorant or
the next five minutes judgsome other insult reserved for
ing by the polarization of BRATCHER human rights offenders.
Opinion
this issue.
But that’s not the issue we
My only mission here is to editor have at hand.
reframe this debate so we can
You see, Christians don’t behave better dialogue about the heart lieve marriage — for anyone, regardless of their race, sexual orientation
of this issue.
or religious beliefs — is a fundamenSo, there are basically two sides.
One side is lead largely by the gay, tal human right.
That’s what we’re dealing with here.
lesbian, bisexual and transgender
Evangelicals believe that no one is
community. They are accompanied
by our progressive generation that entitled to the right to be married beseeks to extend basic human rights cause they are a religious group who
leans heavily on the Bible to underuniversally.
The other side is comprised mostly stand the world around them.

And that book does declare being
gay is immoral, but those same passages that reference it as a sin also reference people who have sex outside of
marriage as committing an equal sin.
In a Christian mind, no one has
the right to explore their sexuality, at
least outside of marriage. You, whoever you are, don’t have the “right” to
be married.
In fact, if you’re a Christian who
doesn’t meet that special someone,
you’re commanded to remain a virgin for your entire life.
OK, maybe that seems like a sucky
way to live, but that’s what we’re
dealing with here — a difference in
the understanding of human rights.
Look, under the laws of this nation,
I am certainly not claiming that Evangelicals have a right to determine who
can or cannot get married.
After all, it is the right to personal
freedom that allows these people
to express their religious convictions in the first place. One could
certainly argue that it makes little
sense to deny that freedom to another group that’s pursuing its own
personal sense of fulfillment.
But before we label Evangelicals
as a people of hatred or prejudice, I
think we all need to take a step back
and examine why they hold the
views that they do.

COMIC STRIP

TWEETS
FROM
THE HILL
@RonWKU
Congratulations @TravisHudsonWKU on 450 wins!!! #GoTOPS! #WKU
— Sent 8:38 AM - 22 Sep 13
@kalynn_east
Great weather, great first day
of work, great game, great
win! #WKU
— Sent 10:25 PM - 21 Sep 13
@WKU_GDI_PROBZ
@hilligansbg was awesome
tonight. Old people fighting, throwing up on the front
porch and fine ladies. God
bless bg and #wku
— Sent 1:52 AM - 22 Sep 13
@MichaelGrant_CJ
Four #WKU quarterbacks
played tonight. (Todd Porter,
Brandon Doughty, Damarcus
Smith, Nelson Fishback) none
threw a TD pass.
— Sent 9:51 AM - 21 Sep 13
@WagsPhoto
Ok. Where is the power box
which controls the bell tower.
It's been ringing for 15 minutes now. #WKU
— Sent 9:16 PM - 21 Sep 13
@ColeClaybourn
Few things are more reliable
than a weekly #WKU robbery
alert.
— Sent 8:15 PM - 22 Sep 13
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Get social with the

ACROSS

1 Ski area helpers
6 Finish line?
10 Equal to the task

College Heights Herald

14 "Live Free __": New
Hampshire motto
15 Some are easily bruised
16 Sound of laughter

@WKUHerald
@WKUHeraldSports

17 RATS
20 "Friendly skies" co.
21 Garr of "Mr. Mom"
22 "My place or __?"
23 SHUCKS
27 Unspecified amount

@WKUHerald

28 One of the Seven Sisters
schools
32 Joe's sister in TV's "Under
the Dome"
35 Salinger girl

CLASSIFIEDS
Classified Sales Manager: Ashley Edwards
advertising@wkuherald.com

TRAVEL
TheMusicFest.Com at Steamboat.

FOR RENT
4 BR/ 2 BA 1 Block from WKU campus. $850/month.
Call David Sims at Crye-Leike: 796-0002.

HELP WANTED
LIFEGUARDS WANTED
Warren County Aquatics
Looking to Immediately Hire
2 to 3 Part Time Lifeguards
Must be 18yrs Of Age
Certification Required: Lifeguarding, First Aid, CPR, AED
Starting Pay $8.00 Per Hour Approximately 20 Hours Per
Week
Flexible Hours For College Students
If Interested Please Contact Warren County Parks
Department at: 270-842-5302 ext. 10 or David Jones Pool
Manager at 270-784-6327

Rafferty's of Bowling Green is hiring SERVERS, COOKS,
and GREETERS!
Apply in person Monday thru Friday between 2pm and 4pm.
1939 Scottsville Road
Top Dollar Potential Earnings! Great Working Atmosphere!

Note to Readers: The College Heights Herald screens ads for misleading or
false claims but cannot guarantee any ad or claim. Please use caution when
answering ads, especially when asked to send money or provide credit card
information. The College Heights Herald is not responsible for the content or
validity of these paid classified ads.
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64 IBM hardware
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As seen around

THE HILL

ABOVE: Glasgow freshman Kelsay Manion rides Glasgow sophomore
Josh Poynter's back up the Hill on Tuesday. DEMETRIUS FREEMAN/
HERALD

LEFT: Bowling Green freshman Allie Young plans her fall break trip

outside of Garrett Conference Center before her astronomy class
Tuesday. "I should be studying for astronomy," she said. DEMETRIUS
FREEMAN/HERALD

BELOW: Nelon Amadeus, originally Josh Roberts, of Franklin, and
Joshua Michaud, of Bowling Green, march toward their opponents
during a round of Belegarth in Kereiakes Park in Bowling Green. Belegarth is a full-contact, live action role play battle game, where foam
weapons are used to prevent serious injury. Roberts and Michaud
are both part of the Belegarth team, "The Sons of Horus," out of
Bowling Green. KATIE MCLEAN/HERALD
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AT HOME

ON THE HILL

Mary Ellen Miller, who is entering her 51st year of teaching at WKU, talks to her Introduction to Literature class
Wednesday. KATIE MCLEAN/HERALD

Professor's passion for teaching remains strong after 50 years
BY MACKENZIE MATHEWS
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
Mary Ellen Miller believes that if
you enjoy your job, you should continue working for as long as possible. That’s why she’s spent half a
century teaching at WKU.
Miller is entering her 51st year as
a professor and said her passion for
teaching is still very much alive.
“People talk about teacher burnout, but I don’t think I’ve had that
yet,” she said. “If I wake up one
morning, dreading class, I’d call in
and say, ‘Bring the [retirement] papers.’”
Miller, the oldest employee at
WKU, said her time as a teacher

Robert Hale, Head of English Department

She brings a rare combination of wisdom,
empathy and humor to the table that makes work
not only incredibly productive, but also a real
pleasure."
seems surreal to her, as sometimes
it doesn’t register how long she has
been teaching. She said every day
continues to bring pride as students turn in poems that they have
spent their time on.
“No two days are alike,” she said,
after explaining she could have
never worked a monotonous career. “That’s something I especially

like about teaching.”
Miller is from Willard and started
teaching in her twenties. She said
that because she was so close in age
to her students, she felt the need to
refer to them as “mister” and “miss”
in order to establish authority and
respect.
She found that she has become
SEE PROFESSOR PAGE B2

GAME REVIEW

GTA V's satire
doesn't pull
any punches
BY CAMERON KOCH
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM

“Grand Theft Auto V” is many
things.
For starters, it’s a record breaker.
In just three days on store shelves,
“GTA V” blew past the $1 billion sale
mark, making it the fastest selling
video game of all time.
It’s also an open-world sandbox
game like no other. Want to ride a
bike down the coast of “GTA’s” fictional California? Go for it. Want to
do yoga? You can. Play tennis? No
problem. “GTA V” is filled to the
brim with activities that many players will never go out of their way to
experience, yet it is all there, and
adds to the immersion of playing in
a living and breathing world.
Finally, and perhaps most importantly, “GTA V” is filled with brilliant
and biting satire. It doesn’t pull any
punches. Every aspect of modern
American society is in the crosshairs.
Whether it be the game’s social
networking site LifeInvader, the
bum of a son who won’t look for a
job and sits on his couch and plays
“Call of Duty” all day every day,
the fear-mongering media blasting over the airwaves, or even just
the fact that every character in the
game, even small time broke thugs,
own smartphones, “GTA” takes a
shot at just about anything and everything that makes up American
society in 2013.
Satire is the name of the game,
and “GTA V’s” main narrative delivers it in spades, telling a compelling
crime drama on the absurdity of the
idea of “get rich or die trying” and
the myth of the “American Dream.”
New to the series is the ability
to play as three protagonists and
switch between them on the fly.
Small-time crook Franklin is just
looking to move up the social ladder, and he’s disturbed by a friend’s
willingness to do anything, including drug dealing and kidnapping,
to get ahead and make a few bucks.
While repossessing a car, Franklin
meets Michael, a rich ex-bank rob-

SEE GTA PAGE B2

REVFEST 2013

Returning bands, newcomers to rock out for a cause
BY ARLA O'NEAL
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
You may know it as Battle
of the Bands, but this year
Revolution 91.7 has decided to go back to the basics:
Revfest.
“We want to bring campus and the lovely town of
Bowling Green a good rock
show,” Nathan Smith, Revolution 91.7 station manager,
said.
Revfest will be on Friday
from 5 p.m. to 11 p.m.
The concert is free and
will be held in Centennial
Mall with live music from
bands like Bowling Green’s
own Buffalo Rodeo and Orlando-based Empire Theory.
Revfest is the fall fundraiser for the radio station and all
of the proceeds go to a local
charity each year.
“We are college students

that are out here to make a
difference,” Smith said. “You
can go out and party, but we
are bringing the party to you
and it’s for a great cause.”
This year the proceeds
from all merchandise sales
will go to Rainhill Equine
Facility. It is a non-profit organization that houses more
than 40 disabled horses,
which the owner cares for
until their death, in the Bowling Green area.
Karen Thurman is the
owner of Rainhill and said
she specializes in United
States horse cruelty cases.
“Anything people can do
to help others, especially
animals, and think outside
of their own need is a great
thing,” Thurman said.
Thurman and the nonprofit are looking forward to
the funds that will be raised
SEE REVFEST PAGE B2

Zach Preston of Buffalo Rodeo, a local rock group from Bowling Green, performs outside of the
fine arts enter during the 2012 RevFest Battle of the Bands. Revolution 91.7 hosted the battle,
which raised funds for New Beginnings Therapeutic Riding of Bowling Green. Local band Mahtulu won the battle. EMILY FREE/HERALD
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New Study Abroad trip opens doors for SJ&B students
BY KRISTINA BURTON
LIFE@WKUHERALD.COM

Two things that WKU students hear a lot about are
study abroad and the need
to find ways to improve their
portfolios and resumes.
A new opportunity for students within the School of
Journalism & Broadcasting allows them to do both in Salamanca, Spain.
Susann Davis, a Spanish
instructor at WKU, said that
there has been discussion of a
study abroad prospect like this
for several years.
“The idea was to combine
Spanish and journalism so
that students could use language in the field,” Davis said.
Davis has worked alongside
Josh Meltzer, a professional-inresidence for the School of Journalism & Broadcasting, to create
this study abroad experience.
“The economic crisis in
Spain allows students to report on a major international
issue,” Meltzer said. “The advanced Spanish students will
be doing their reporting in
Spanish, and it will be a challenge, but it will be great for

students professionally.”
Meltzer also said the trip is
completely immersive, both
for language, because students
will be living with host families, and also in journalism because they won’t just be studying it — they’ll be doing it.
Davis said that students will
be able to walk away from their
time in Spain with an international portfolio piece.
“If they are interested in
Spanish and journalism, this
is the perfect pairing to give
them real world experience,”
Davis said.
Davis also feels that it’s important for students to have
experience studying abroad.
“It’s important to understand
other cultures but also it helps us
to see ourselves differently when
we see ourselves from someone
else’s perspective,” she said.
Meltzer said that in some
parts of the country, knowing
how to speak Spanish will be a
job requirement, and immersing yourself in the culture is a
great way to learn it.
“The class is there to support
you, and the rest of the day is
experiencing it and living it,”
he said.

GTA

CONTINUED FROM LIFE

ber who faked his own death and now
lives “the good life.” And by good life, I
mean he hates his life, as he is the father of a deadweight son, a daughter
looking to get into the porn industry,
and a cheating wife. He sits by the poolside of his hillside mansion most days,
day-dreaming of something more.
After a rash decision, Michael finds
himself in serious debt to some serious

Meltzer went on to say that
compared to other universities, WKU has a very low study
abroad rate, partly because
many students are
first-generation
college
students.
However, he said
Spain is a
wonderful place to
have your first international experience
because it’s not very
different from the U.S.
Davis agreed that
this is a very good
experience for firsttime study abroad.
“Students will be
with faculty that
they know, but
they will live with
host families,” Davis said. “They will
also be very busy
because they will
have two classes,
[will be] working on their
journalism project, and going on special excursions
on weekends and some evenings.”

criminals and is forced to come out of
retirement and come up with the cash
the only way he knows how – big time
bank heists.
Eventually his old psychotic bankrobbing buddy Trevor finds out Michael is alive, and together, the three
men set out to rob a series of banks and
come out on top.
“GTA V” is an improvement in just
about every aspect over it’s predecessor, except perhaps story. The game
features much improved visuals, refined shooting controls, and more re-

Davis also said that students
shouldn’t let nerves about their
Spanish-speaking abilities or
living with a host family keep
them from going to Salamanca.

“The host families regularly
host students, so they are very
good at providing for students
with minimal language skills
and making them feel welcome.”
The six-credit hour,
four-week

SALAMANCA, SPAIN

“The
102 class will be designed to help them survive in Salamanca,” Davis said.

sponsive driving.
However, the tragic American immigrant story of “GTA IV” is tough to beat,
and though “GTA V” features stellar
writing and two additional protagonists, they are all much harder to relate
to than the struggling eastern European immigrant Niko Bellic just looking
to get by in a new country.
Like I said before, “GTA V” is many
things. Is it offensive? Yes. Is it violent?
Very much so. Is it fun? It’s impossible
not to be entertained.
But what makes “GTA” so popular as

p r o gram takes
place
from
May 19 to June
14, 2014 and is
open to School
of Journalism
& Broadcasting
majors or minors
with some prior
Spanish-language
background
and
who enroll in Spanish
102 or 306.
Information sessions about
the program will take place
Oct. 1 at 6:30 p.m. in Mass
Media and Technology Hall,
Room 118 and Nov. 21 at 6:30
p.m. in Room 344.

a series is not just the open sandbox
world where players can go to the strip
club or snort cocaine, but that it all has
a point.
The point is that American in “GTA” is
one dumb, excessive, wealth-obsessed
joke, even if many of the players playing it don’t realize. And that makes it
more than worth your time to investigate. Cameron Koch is the News editor
of the Herald. He will intern at Game
Informer Magazine in January.

REVFEST

CONTINUED FROM LIFE
through Revfest. She said she is
also excited to open more gates
and bring awareness to the Bowling Green community about animal
cruelty.
“There is a problem with discarded
animals and people need to be informed,” Thurman said.
Buffalo Rodeo's booking manager,
Bryan Graves, also gave some input on
the band’s involvement with Friday’s
event.
“They can use what they do to bring
a difference and bring awareness,”
Graves said. “Music can reach lots of
people that may or may not be part of a
charity. Anybody that has the opportunity to do what they love, people would
be more willing to listen and become
aware.”
Smith said they want to give Rainhill
the support it deserves.
“It’s such a good thing that is
happening in Bowling Green,” he
said.

PROFESSOR

CONTINUED FROM LIFE

less formal with her students
as her years of teaching progressed, but that esteem is far
from necessary now, as her
students and colleagues have
the utmost respect for her.
Louisville senior Becky Thieman said she admires Miller
for her tenacity.
“I adore her because she’s
feisty,” she said. “You know
the quote, ‘Though she be but
little, she is fierce’? That’s her in
a nutshell.”
Miller’s vibrant spirit, passion
for writing, and blunt opinion
has inspired her students to take
their works beyond academics. Thieman said Miller takes it
upon herself to make sure her
class reaches full potential.
“She really helped me in
terms of pushing me — and
my entire class — to submit to
literary journals,” she said.
Believing that it is important,
but not essential, for students to
get published early, Miller has
seen that most students find a
place for their poetry to be heard.
Being a published writer herself, Miller said that writing

Mahtulu, a local band from Bowling Green, performs outside of the Fine Arts Center during the 2012 RevFest Battle of the
Bands, after winning the battle. Revolution 91.7 will host RevFest this Friday from 5-7 p.m. in Centennial Mall. EMILY FREE/

HERALD

and teaching are an inseparable combination, especially for
creative writing teachers.
She began writing in the sixth
grade by imitating what she
read in books and poems. She
said poetry is one her favorites
forms of expression.
“The best inspiration for
poetry, I tell my students, is to
read good poetry,” she said.
For her, students that read
poetry are easier to teach, because they know something
about it. They have habits
that she must help them
break, but she said if they are
good students, that is not difficult at all.
Robert Hale, Head of the
English Department, knows
what an asset Miller is to the
school. He discussed how
much she cares for not only
the department but for WKU
as a whole. He said she exhibits this in her constant assistance to former and current
colleagues and students.
“She brings a rare combination of wisdom, empathy and
humor to the table that makes
work not only incredibly productive, but also a real pleasure,” he said.

Mary Ellen Miller, former president Kern Alexander, Patsy Judd and Joe Iracane at Higher Education
Rally in 1986. COURTESY OF WKU ARCHIVES
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WKU PBS debuts program to teach power of positive thinking
BY KAYLA BOYD
LIFE@WKUHERALD.COM
When Mary Forsythe’s sons
were young, she and her husband put yellow sticky notes
on the bathroom mirror for
their children to read while
brushing their teeth.
“I am helpful, I take turns,
I am a good friend,” Forsythe
said. “Simple little phrases
to help them when they’re
in their own thoughts jumpstarted their character education.”
Twenty-five years later, the
Forsythes, of Denver, have
turned their sons’ daily affirmations into an online
program to help instill a positive inner voice in children’s
minds.
Affies4Kids is a website that
uses simple affirmations, enticing children with characters
and repetition to help them
value themselves.

“We have 11 grandchildren,” Forsythe said. “When
they were coming on board,
we recalled how important
it was with our sons to have
them say the affirmations.”
Since the couple recognized
the importance of the affirmations, they decided to create
the website.
“Our sons are involved,
our daughters-in-laws are
involved,” Forsythe said.
“Everyone believes in it so
much.”
The team behind Affies4Kids is a robust one, said
Forsythe. The credentials of
those who created the programs include a Ph.D, four
master’s degrees in education
and a web designer.
What began three years ago
is now broadening its reach
across the country.
About five months ago,
the Affies4Kids team reached
out to James Morgese, the

director of Educational Telecommunications for WKU
PBS. This led to the first
partnership between a PBS
station and the web-based
program.
“We had heard very good
things about him — that he
was very dedicated to the
community and children,”
Forsythe said.
Morgese had been planning
to build the element of preschool and kindergarden content. He felt having a partnership with Affies4Kids would be
a valued product and a step in
the right direction.
“It’s remarkably simple,”
Morgese said of the program.
“Having been a parent, you
kind of shake your head. This
somehow breaks through that
parent-child barrier.”
The website includes activities for parents to do with their
children as well.
Forsythe said these kinds of

Mary Forsythe, Founder of Affies4KIDS

It's all for the benefit of the child. If a
young child starts to think of their world
in a positive way, it influences everything
they do."
programs help traveling parents or military parents connect with their children.
One of Forsythe’s favorite
lessons directs parents and
children to share one thing
that made them smile that
day.
“It’s all for the benefit of
the child,” she said. “If a
young child starts to think
of their world in a positive
way, it influences everything they do.”
Subscriptions are available through WKU PBS.
They run at $40 for households and $80 for classroom

use. Morgese said while they
haven’t sold any yet, the website continues to do tremendously well.
“The average time spent
on the website is eight
minutes, which in the online world is astounding,”
Morgese said.
Affies4Kids is expecting
to introduce its program to
Bowling Green area schools
toward the end of October.
“Children become more self
assured, which makes parenting and teaching easier,” Forsythe said. “Nothing could be
better than that.”

THE REMOTE

Navigating TV’s pilot season this fall
BY RYAN PAIT
OPINION@WKUHERALD.COM
Sweaters, the smell of leaves
burning and hot chocolate —
all of these things make fall
great.
But the best part of all is that
it’s TV’s pilot season, which
means a whole slew of new
shows for me to digest.
Here are the new shows I’m
most looking forward to this
fall.
“The Blacklist.”-NBC
Ultimate weirdo James
Spader (“Boston Legal”) returns to TV for NBC’s“The
Blacklist.”And I definitely
mean that as a compliment —
no one does bizarre quite like
Spader.
In this mashup of “The Silence of the Lambs” and
“Homeland,” Spader plays a
world-class fugitive who surrenders himself to the FBI.

But there’s a catch, of course. NYPD officers, and the cast is
He’ll help bring down big led by Andy Samberg of “Saturcriminals, but he’ll only work day Night Live.”
with rookie profiler Elizabeth
While the show’s first epiKeen, played by Megan Boone. sode wasn’t uproariously fun“The Blacklist” sounds like ny, there are some solid laughs
all kinds of crazy fun and has and room to grow.
earned some of the strongest
Consider “Brooklyn Ninebuzz of the pilot season, so I’ll Nine” as the pilot with the
be tuning in.
most potential.
“Brooklyn
Nine“Dracula.” -NBC
Nine.” -FOX
Bias alert: Bram StokFox’s
“Brooklyn
er’s “Dracula” is my faNine-Nine”
comes
vorite book, so I was
from the minds of
beyond excited about a
producers Dan Goor
new iteration of it.
and Michael Schur,
This limited series from
both of whom have
NBC stars Jonathan Rhys
worked on “Parks
Meyers as the titular
PAIT
Columnist
and Recreation” for
vampire and will air ten
years.
episodes starting on Oct.
“Parks” is one of the best 25.
shows on TV right now, so
“Dracula” sounds like it’ll fol“Brooklyn Nine-Nine” imme- low Stoker’s novel more closely
diately caught my interest.
than other adaptations, and
The show follows the adven- the timing of its premiere is
tures of a ragtag ensemble of impeccable.

The end of October is exactly
when I want to be watching a
show about my favorite vampire.
“Marvel’s
Agents
of
S.H.I.E.L.D.” -ABC
Despite the ridiculously unwieldy title (seriously, try typing it or saying it out loud),
“Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D.” could
end up being fall’s biggest hit.
“Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D.” takes
place in the same universe as
2012’s “The Avengers,” and
ABC is banking on massive
crossover appeal.
The series also comes from
the mind of Joss Whedon, director of “The Avengers” and
creator of “Buffy the Vampire
Slayer.”
Whedon’s established geek
cred and the built-in audience
for “Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D.” will
make it massively successful,
especially when it comes to
ratings.

However, it’ll be interesting
to see how much of this audience keeps sticking around.
“Masters of Sex.” -Showtime
Showtime is intending to
push all kinds of buttons with
“Masters of Sex,” which stars
Lizzy Caplan and Michael
Sheen.
Caplan and Sheen star as Virginia Johnson and Dr. William
Masters, two researchers that
spearheaded the movement to
understand human sexuality
in the late 1950s.
I’m a big fan of both Sheen
and Caplan, and the series’
premise and period setting
sound interesting.
“Masters of Sex” may suffer from a case of bad titling,
though — it’s a little on the
nose, kind of like “Cougar
Town.”
If “Masters of Sex” is good,
however, it’ll have no problem
overcoming its touchy title.

THE REEL

3-D movies: less gimmick, more gimme
BY BEN CONNIFF
OPINION@WKUHERALD.COM

With Alfonso Cuarón’s “Gravity” garnering praise for its effective use of 3-D technology,
it calls to mind how far the
medium has come in terms of
quality.
The difference between films
with strong 3-D elements, like

“Avatar” and “Life of Pi,” and
films with weaker elements,
such as “Hansel & Gretel: Witch
Hunters” and “Wrath of the Titans,” are a matter of shooting
with 3-D cameras versus postproduction conversion.
3-D cameras often make for
a clearer, more natural picture, while converting sometimes makes things harder to
see.
The cloudy picture brings on
migraine headaches and when
I remove those silly, hipsterwannabe glasses, I find that
the image doesn't look that
different from standard presentation.
In the end, I’ve just spent $14
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instead of $10 on a movie that
wasn’t even that good to begin
with.
That being said, the cheap
conversion option took a big
step forward this past summer.
Earlier this year, my high
school English teacher tried to
sell me on seeing “The Great
Gatsby” in 3-D, saying the party scenes popped.
I saw no reason why the 2-D
to 3-D converted “Gatsby” absolutely had to be seen in 3-D,
but I decided to give it a shot,
and I was surprised.
Many of the film’s biggest set
pieces, including the parties,
looked phenomenal and put

the audience right in the middle of the rip-roaring Jazz Age
in New York.
In fact, I think I recall some
audience members doing the
Charleston in the aisle…
After “Gatsby,” I avoided 3-D
for the rest of the season because one strong outing does
not make up for years of overpriced tickets and hackneyed
results.
But “Gatsby” did succeed in
one thing — it made me confident in the future of the medium.
That’s why I’m so eager to
check out “Gravity,” which The
Hollywood Reporter places
as a converted film just like

“Gatsby.”
Critics from Entertainment
Weekly and The Times praise
the conversion, saying the
extra dimension places the
audience right alongside the
actors and it feels as if your
stationary theater seats have
been turned into a theme
park ride.
Of the 39 reviews currently
on Rotten Tomatoes, none of
the critics have had anything
negative to say about the use
of 3-D in “Gravity.”
To hear such high praise
for a converted film makes
me confident that 3-D has
a brighter future at the
movies.
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WKU forensics team starts season with success
BY ANNA LAWSON
LIFE@WKUHERALD.COM
The WKU forensics team is
on the hunt to defend their national title.
The team has garnered a
national reputation for their
success, capturing nine National Forensic Association
Tournament championships,
including the 2013 title.
Last weekend, the team
began its season by not only
hosting a competition, but finishing with many honors. Out
of the eleven possible awards,
they went home with seven.
The forensics team cohosted the event this past
weekend with Miami University. The competition lasted
three days and was attended
by 17 schools from all across
the nation.
While WKU students did
compete in the tournament,
they were not able to win overall team sweepstakes awards
since they were co-hosting the
event.
The team was formed in
1903 before WKU’s official
founding.
Jace Lux, Director of Forensics, has had a passion for the
sport since he was on the team
during his college years.
“I played on the team when
I was at WKU in the ‘90s,” said
Lux. “Back then, it was a small
team, and there wasn’t an audition process. When I graduated I came back and got a job
with the team in 2001. Then
when the director position was
available in 2010, I interviewed
and got it.”
Among the competitors last
weekend was Floyds Knobs
Ind. sophomore Paige Settles
who came in second in individual sweepstakes. Settles
said that the competition was
not only a lot of fun but a great
experience.
Cynthiana, Ky. freshman
Jackson Sanders said the event
was a great start to the season.

Coaches for the forensics team read over schedules before the start of their meeting for upcoming competitions. IAN MAULE/HERALD
With this much success, the
team must begin preparing
at least a month in advance.
They have multiple practice
sessions where they perform
in front of other teammates as
well as advisers and coaches.
“We spend around five
to seven hours practicing a
week,” Settles said.
Lux said the students are
well prepared by the time
the actual competition rolls
around.
“I am a big believer that
practice does make perfect,”
Lux said. “We spend lots of
time preparing so they aren’t
worried or anxious about forgetting something. This way,
they can focus and do as well
as possible.”
One of the many things that

“Going to these competitions, we get to experience a
whole community, not just
within our own team but with
the teams we compete with as
well,” he said.
Lux said being on the forensics team also gives the competitors greater confidence as
writers and helps them to organize their research and become better communicators.
“It expands the paradigm of
how we think,” Settles said. “It
makes us think of things in a
different way.”
Sanders said being on the
team has made him a more effective communicator.
“It has allowed me to mold
topics I’m interested in into an
argument I can talk about passionately,” Sanders said.

makes the team unique is the
diversity. The members represent 17 different states.
Lux said there is a tight bond
among teammates, something
he recalls from his time on the
squad in college.
“These players will make
connections that will last a
lifetime. They are able to meet
other competitors from all over
the country,” he said. “When I
played I formed relationships
that I still have today.”
WKU looks to continue its
nationally-renowned reputation. Lux said the forensics
team wouldn’t be where it is today without the support and involvement of those on campus.
“We have been fortunate in
that the WKU community, including its administration and

students alike, have been very
supportive,” Lux said. “This is
not always the case with some
of our competitors. We are very
lucky.”
Sanders said he and his
teammates hope to have their
eye on the title again this year.
“I want to win the national
tournament so we can bring
together everyone that is associated with the team,” Settles
said. “This includes the coaches and players but also the alums and all the history.”
Lux said whether or not the
team captures another championship, he hopes to withhold the legacy of excellence.
“I just hope that we can
continue to positively contribute to the university and make
them proud,” he said.

CHIC CHICKS

Let bold accessories spice up your fall looks
BY MONTA REINFELDE
LIFE@WKUHERALD.COM
As I rushed to my upcoming
class in the Mass Media and
Technology Hall on Tuesday,
a couple of exquisitely dressed
girls were strolling past the bell
tower, and I couldn’t help but
notice the looks and attention
they were getting.
Dressed head-to-toe in
black and rocking chunky gold
necklaces and bracelets, they
looked like they were from the
coolest designers catalogues.
It was certainly a good and
inspirational start to my day.
Otherwise, the lack of ideas for
the fashion column lately was
giving me a headache.
For the rest of the day, I undertook the responsibility to
research what accessories are
popular among the girls on
our campus and came to the
following conclusion:
I hadn’t noticed before how
many girls on WKU campus
actually wear accessories.
Bracelets, necklaces, rings

Or order online
at fiveguys.com,
or on our mobile
app!

and earrings tend to be small.
Therefore, they are not the first
thing somebody would notice,
in contrast with the massive
costume jewelry I saw in the
morning.
My absolute favorite piece
of jewelry that I’ve seen on
campus are watches, styles
ranging from large and golden made of plastic or metal,
to smaller ones with a leather
band, to sporty and colorful.
Lately, there hasn’t been a
day where I didn’t wear one
because without it, I feel naked. No wonder my mood was
completely ruined when the
Michael Kors watch I ordered
a week ago was not delivered
today.
Continuing with my campus research on accessories,
necklaces are the least worn,
while bracelets are highly preferred.
The same as watches, styles of
bracelets fell into three categories:
Glamorous – usually made of
metal in gold or silver, mostly

chunky rather than lean.
Bohemian – usually stacked
and made of leather and colorful stones in deep jewel colors.
Sporty – the same colorful,
rubber, Nike ones, which I remember wearing six years ago.
Yes, somebody still has them!
Overall, I am pleased that
the girls on our campus wear
nice and stylish accessories.
It’s so easy to make the outfit
look better by adding a piece a
jewelry to personalize the look.
I can’t wait when winter
comes and the range of accessories will get wider. Personally, I am planning on purchasing a beanie hat – something
I have been wanting to try out
for such a long time now – as
well as my new watch, which is
hopefully on its way to me.
However, in the mean time,
keep up your good work on
accessorizing and looking for
new ways to make your outfits
unique. I really need ideas for
new fashion stories, and those
ideas are coming from you
guys.

A watch by Michael Kors, and a bracelet and ring by Guess.
TYLER ESSARY/HERALD
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BROWN

CONTINUED FROM SPORTS
unique physical abilities for
the necessary change for
the better of the team.
“We made a decision after spring ball that we needed help in the secondary,
and he was a guy that had
that ability,” Petrino said.
“(He has) the quickness,
the change in direction,
the things you look for, so

we made the move and he
just started working at it in
the summer with the other
players without even being
coached, just coached by
other players.
“I couldn’t be more happy with him. I think he’s
doing a great job and has a
great attitude and is an extremely hard worker for us.”
Brown now finds himself trying to shut down the
position he once worked to

perfect. Brown walked into
good company with the “Air
Force” — the WKU secondary — to learn his new role,
and his number of defensive snaps have increased as
the season has progressed.
Having played the receiver position gives him a
slight advantage “as far as
(wide receivers’) releases
and the depths on their
routes,” Brown said.
While McNeal said he

didn’t know how he would
react to a request of that
magnitude, Brown said he
didn’t mind the change one
bit. As far as Brown and
Petrino see it, everything is
working out as planned.
“It was whatever was
best for the team,” Brown
said. “Coach Petrino felt like
I could make plays on the
defensive side of the ball. I
didn’t have a problem with
it at all.”
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Five things
to watch
Saturday
against Navy
BY ELLIOT PRATT
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM

1.) Offense vs. defense

COLUMN

CONTINUED FROM SPORTS
shipmen average 398 yards
on the ground a contest.
That’s a number that
should jump off the page
to WKU fans. Through their
first four games, the Toppers have given up 782
yards on the ground — a
figure which ranks No. 95 in
the NCAA.
Navy is about to go up
against a team that is replacing its entire starting
defensive line from a season
ago. The Midshipmen on
offense are probably lick-

SOCCER

CONTINUED FROM SPORTS
game against Central Arkansas last Friday.
This matchup will give
the Lady Topper defense a
full plate — the Lady Warhawks have scored 25 goals
this season to WKU’s six.
The Lady Toppers are
confident heading into the
start of their conference
schedule, though.
Goalkeeper Nora Abolins
has already dialed in two
shutouts in her senior campaign — her first season in
a Lady Topper uniform. She
also has only allowed more
than one goal in two games
this season for WKU (2-3-4).
Sophomore
midfielder
Chandler Clark will go into
Friday’s match as the SBC
Defensive Player of the Week,
an award she earned after she

VOLLEYBALL

CONTINUED FROM SPORTS

they have played this year,
Wessel said she believes
the tough schedule they
have played to this point
will help them going forward.
“I think it’s prepared us
well because we’ve played

ing their chops just thinking
about the weekend.
None of this has been
lost on coach Bobby Petrino. While the Toppers could
definitely use another nonconference win before
beginning their Sun Belt
schedule, the coach said his
team is looking at this weekend’s game as a fun chance
to face a unique system.
“Everything about it is
something you don’t practice all the time,” Petrino
said Monday. “It’ll be a
challenge for us, but I think
our guys are excited about
it. They understand how
good they are at doing it, so

it’ll be fun.”
Navy has playmakers
behind the center in quarterback Keenan Reynolds,
whose mark of 118 rushing
yards per games ranks No.
17 in the nation, and Darius
Staten, who has 130 rushing
yards on 11 carries through
two games. A lot of pressure
is going to be on the young
defensive line and experienced linebackers to hold
those guys to short yardage.
WKU will have its best
shot at a win if it can score
early and score often. The
run-based triple-option is
built to run the clock after
building a big lead. If the

Toppers can put a lot of
points on the board early
and shut out the Navy offense, the Midshipmen
may be forced to air it
out to try and put enough
points on the board to
catch up.
The offense can only
do so much, though. This
game might be the best test
yet for the young Topper defense. WKU has yet to face
an elite rushing offense,
and the team is about to
take the field against one of
the best. The results should
be a fair gauge of where the
Toppers stand heading into
Sun Belt play.

helped hold down the back
line and scored a goal against
Lipscomb last Sunday.
Offensively, the Lady
Toppers nabbed three goals
in two contests for a win
and a tie last weekend. They
will look to take advantage
of a shaky Lady Warhawk
defense that has allowed 24
goals this season, compared
to nine by WKU.
“We grinded a little better (against Lipscomb), than
we did (against Belmont
last Friday),” coach Jason
Neidell said, referring to the
spike in offensive performance he has seen out of his
team. “Sometimes that’s
what games are about —
they’re about grinding out
the win, and I think we’re
doing a better job of that.”
The Lady Warhawks have
had serious trouble playing on the road this season.
They have let Southern

Methodist, LSU and Central
Arkansas score six goals on
them, with all of those losses
coming on the road.
Sunday’s contest will pit
the Lady Toppers against
Louisiana-Lafayette, perched
a slate above them at No. 4
in the SBC.
The Ragin’ Cajuns' only
road game of the season
thus far yielded them a loss
at Ole Miss in August. ULL
has won three of its last five
games, scoring 16 goals and
conceding only six.
Senior left wing Andrea
Curry said the Lady Toppers know they have an
uphill battle going into the
next month of competition.
WKU will face all eight of the
other Sun Belt teams in the
next month.
“We are finally implementing things into our
game that we have been
working on in practice, so

it is really good to see that
happen,” Curry said. “A lot
of ties have been coming in
lately, so it’s relieving to see
some goals come in recently
and see a result.”
Sophomore
defender
Alanna Clancey, who netted the game winner last
weekend against Lipscomb,
knows the importance of
being able to play a full 90
minutes of competition and
be able to finish off as strong
as they started.
She said last week’s win
at Lipscomb could be an
important moment for the
team moving forward.
“It was really important for us,” Clancey said.
“We had been tying the last
couple games and we didn’t
want to go into overtime.
We had been talking about
how we need to be able to
push through and win. It
was a turn-around for us.”

such great teams in the preseason,” she said. “Anyone
that plays the schedule we
have shouldn’t fear playing
anyone from here on out.”
For Langenkamp, the
team has played well
thus far despite the tough
schedule, which will give
the team confidence heading to conference play.
Currently WKU and

Louisiana-Lafayette have
the best records of all the
Sun Belt teams at 10-4. Out
of the 10 Sun Belt teams,
five teams are above .500
while the other half is right
at or below .500 on the
season.
First up for WKU this
weekend will be Troy (5-9)
Friday night at 7 p.m. The
next day the Lady Toppers

will battle South Alabama
(5-5) at 5 p.m.
“Troy was one of the better teams in the league last
year,” Hudson said. “We’re
the odds-on favorite going
into the tournament this
year, to the conference season this year, and we know
we’re going to get everyone’s best shot, and that’ll
start this weekend.”

The Midshipmen are historically recognized for their unique
offense. The triple-option threat
they pose currently has them
ranked No. 1 in the nation in rushing yards per game at 395.5. The
Toppers, meanwhile, rank No. 95
in the country in stopping the run.
The key to slowing the Midshipmen, coach Bobby Petrino said, is
for the defense to not give up the
big play. Navy could be the biggest
test WKU’s young defensive line
will face all season.

2.) Andrews and the RBs

WKU (2-2) ranks No. 27 in the
nation in rushing yards and senior
running back Antonio Andrews is
coming off a historic five-touchdown performance. Petrino said
the Morgan State game showed the
coaches they need to play to the
team’s strengths with the “ability to
run the ball and get it to guys that
can make plays.” Look for coaches
to feed the studs on the ground
against a Navy defense that has
given up an average 408 yards per
game.

3.) Quarterback battle

Who will be WKU’s starting
quarterback? Nothing had been
announced as of Wednesday. All
four quarterbacks on the roster saw playing time in the Toppers’ blowout win against Morgan State. Freshman Todd Porter
started last Saturday, after junior
Brandon Doughty started the
first three games. Petrino said the
coaches will “go into practice and
let (the quarterbacks) compete.”
The starter will most likely be announced Saturday.

4.) Turnovers

Despite the Toppers’ blowout
win over Morgan State, quarterbacks Porter and Damarcus Smith
each threw an interception. WKU
still lies at the bottom of the NCAA
turnover margin category at -2.5.
Navy, on the other hand, ranks No.
10 in the nation with a +1.5 margin.

5.) Chip on the shoulder

Saturday’s game marks the third
meeting between the two schools
since 2009. Navy holds a 2-0 mark
over the Toppers and hopes to keep
the streak alive to move to 3-0 on
the year for the first time since 2006.
The last meeting between the two
schools was in 2011 at WKU. Navy
won 40-14.
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SWITCH UP

Navy to test
Topper run
defense
BY LUCAS AULBACH
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM
The team that takes the field
against the Toppers Saturday
should be a unique sight for people
in the Smith Stadium stands.
Navy (2-0) runs the triple-option
offensive
system,
where the quarterback is just as likely
to run with the ball
as the fullback and
running back joining
him in the backfield.
It’s the definition of
ground-and-pound
— the Midshipmen
Aulbach
Sports editor have thrown just 20
passes through two
games this year, picking up 308
yards through the air as opposed to
796 on the ground.
It’s a style that has served them
well. Navy is undefeated through
two games and leads the nation in
rushing yards per game, as the MidSEE COLUMN PAGE B5
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Lady Toppers
look to build
on win
BY JONAH PHILLIPS
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM
After picking up a much-needed
win Sunday against Lipscomb, the
Lady Toppers will look to turn on
the jets this weekend as they enter Sun Belt Conference play with
a pair of games at the WKU Soccer
Complex.
While no conference games
have been played by any Sun Belt
teams thus far this season, the Lady
Toppers currently sit at No. 5 in the
conference standings after a tough
non-conference schedule.
The Lady Toppers will square
away against Louisiana-Monroe
Friday. The Lady Warhawks currently sit at No. 3 in the conference,
and are winners of four of their last
six games.
ULM has been hot lately — the
team’s only loss since Sept. 1 was a
SEE SOCCER PAGE B5

Junior defensive back Rico Brown chases after Morgan State's Nate Ingram during the game at Smith Stadium on
Saturday. WKU beat Morgan State 58-17. BRIAN POWERS/HERALD

Rico Brown completes transition from offense to defense
BY ELLIOTT PRATT
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM
Many things have changed
in the last year for football at
WKU. An entire new coaching staff has taken over, a new
offensive system has been installed and a new attitude has
taken over the Topper football
program.
Players have had to make
adjustments with all the
changes. Sophomore Tyler
Higbee, for instance, is in his
first year at the tight end position, after spending previous
years as a wide receiver.
Redshirt junior Rico Brown
may have gone through more
changes than anyone on the
team, though — he’s not even
on the same side of the ball
this year.
Brown spent the last three
years as a wide receiver — he
helped WKU with 13 catches
for 195 yards, most notably his

Rico Brown

As a WR
13 receptions
194 yards
14.9 yards per game
As a CB
4 games played
3 solo tackles
3 assisted tackles

Next Game

WKU vs. Navy
@ 1 p.m.
Smith Stadium
70-yard reception in the first
offensive play of the Little Caesars Pizza Bowl.
This season, Brown is trying
to catch passes in a different
direction as a defensive back.
It’s a new role the coaches believe Brown could fill nicely to

help best suit the team.
“I had some experience in
high school playing defense,”
Brown said. “Some of the veterans like (fellow defensive
backs) Cam Thomas, Tyree
Robinson — they helped me
make the transition pretty
smooth. I’ve just been working
hard, trying to get better.”
Asking to play on the opposite end of the ball is a task a lot
of players would struggle with.
His fellow teammate, junior
wide receiver Willie McNeal,
said he applauds Brown for being willing to make the switch
and said he didn’t know if he
could even make the transition
with the ease Brown has had.
But Brown has filled in as
an important piece in other
areas outside of the defense.
Coach Bobby Petrino said he
has turned out nicely into the
team’s “number one special
teams player” and credits his
SEE BROWN PAGE B5
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Lady Toppers set to start Sun Belt play Friday
BY AUSTIN LANTER
SORTS@WKUHERALD.COM
Four tournaments and five
top 25 teams later, the Lady
Topper volleyball team will begin its quest to defend its Sun
Belt Conference title on the
road this weekend with a pair of
conference matches.
In the 2012 campaign, WKU
went a perfect 15-0 in the conference in the regular season,
only dropping one set on the
road to Florida International.
The Lady Toppers also ran
through the Sun Belt Conference Tournament, sweeping
all three of their opponents and
making it to the second round
of the NCAA Tournament on
their way to a No. 21 finish.

This year, however, will be
the last time WKU faces many
of these teams as the program
prepares to move to Conference-USA next year.
“This is it,” coach Travis Hudson said. “This is the last time
through, and that’s the message
we are sending to these kids.
Our theme this year is ‘One
more’ — one more meaning,
one more Sun Belt championship, one more NCAA tournament for these kids.
“It’s one more chance to go
to all these schools — it makes
all these games a little more
unique and special. We want to
perform well and leave a mark.”
Although the team feels
there is a target on its back, the
feeling is not a new one for the

Sign up
TODAY!

Lady Toppers.
“There’s always a target on
our back, but it’s something
we’re used to,” sophomore middle hitter Noelle Langenkamp
said. “I think last year especially
we took that as a challenge and
did it every night and came out
and played hard. I think everyone will be on board again and
rise to the challenge.”
For senior outside hitter
Paige Wessel, it is all about competing hard. According to Wessel, the Lady Toppers will need
to compete hard in each match
this year because WKU will be
“everyone’s biggest match” on
their schedule.
Although the team has lost
to four of the five top 25 teams
SEE VOLLEYBALL PAGE B5

Senior setter Melanie Stutsman sets the ball during WKU’s match
against UVA Sept. 13 at Diddle Arena MIKE CLARK/HERALD
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